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Abstra t. We have investigated the response of the work fun tion W of low-index aluminium
surfa es to tangential strain by using rst-prin iples al ulations based on density fun tional
theory. This response parameter is a entral quantity in ele tro apillary oupling of metal
ele trodes relating to the performan e of porous metal a tuators and surfa e stress based sensing
devi es. We nd that Al surfa es exhibit a positive response for all orientations onsidered. By
ontrast, previous studies reported negative-valued response parameters for lean surfa es of
several transition metals. We dis uss separately the response of W to dierent types of strain
and the impa t of the strain on the Fermi energy and on the surfa e dipole. We argue that
the reason for the abnormal positive sign of the Al response parameter lies in its high valen e
ele tron density.
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1. Introdu tion

The response of the surfa e stress
density

q

f

of a metalli

denes an ele tro apillary

oupling parameter,

materials parameter of solid surfa es.
ele trode result in an elasti

surfa e to a variation in the super ial

ς = δf /δq ,

harge

whi h is a fundamental

The surfa e-indu ed stresses in the bulk of a solid

deformation, thus allowing to determine

ς

antilevers [1, 2℄ or from porous metal expansion [3℄ in rea tion to ele tri

from the bending of
harging in ele trolyte.

This ele tro apillary oupling strength is appre iable for nanos ale metal stru tures with a high
surfa e-to-volume ratio, suggesting their use as a tuators with large stroke and strain energy
density [3, 4, 5℄.
Studies of the ele tro apillary
1960's and 70's [6, 7, 8℄.

ς = df /dq|e = dU/de|q ,

that links the surfa e stress

response of the ele trode potential
renewed attention after
link to

U

harge response at equilibrium to the

to tangential strain

areful measurements of

df /dq

Maxwell relation,

e.

More re ently, the issue re eived

by Haiss and

o-workers, indi ating a

harge transfer during anion adsorption [2, 9℄. Moreover, the impa t of strain on the

ele troni

stru ture and hen e on adsorption energies and energy barriers provides a means

to tune the
Smetanin
intrinsi

oupling go ba k to work by A. Y. Gokhshtein in the

He was the rst to point out a thermodynami

atalyti

et al.

a tivity of metal surfa es [10, 11, 12℄.

Tabard-Cossa

et al.

[13℄ and

[14℄ used dilute and weakly adsorbing ele trolytes in order to study the

response of the metal surfa e without spe i

adsorption. Their response parameter

df /dq = −2.0 ± 0.1 V for a (111)-textured Au ele trode agrees well with a subsequent
measurement of dU/de = −1.83 ± 0.1 V, thus onrming the Maxwell relation experimentally

of

[15℄.

Sin e the variation of the potential of zero
is

harge of an ele trode surfa e in ele trolyte

losely linked to the variation of the work fun tion

to investigate ele tro apillary
s ien e without expli it

oupling using the

W

in va uum [16, 17℄, it is possible

on epts and methods of theoreti al surfa e

onsideration of the ele trolyte solution [18℄.

Relating the

oupling

oe ient of the work fun tion ςW := dW/de to the surfa e stress harge oe ient via ς =
q0−1 ςW ‡ with q0 the elementary harge, Umeno et al. [18℄ obtained a value of ς = −1.86 ± 0.016

V from density fun tional theory (DFT)

al ulations of Au(111) surfa es in va uum. This is

indeed very similar to the experimental results for the

oupling

oe ient [14, 15℄.

Over the past de ade, quantitative data related to ele tro apillary
a

umulated for a number of

lean metal surfa es  notably of transition metals  from

both experimental determination of
rst-prin iples

oupling has been

df /dq

[14, 19, 20, 21℄ and

dU/de

[15℄ as well as from

al ulations of the work fun tion strain response [18, 22, 23℄.

in reasing interest in ele tro apillary

In spite of the

oupling, both from experiment and from theory, there is

no satisfa tory pi ture of the underlying me hanisms that would allow to predi t

ς

for a given

materials surfa e as of yet.
Nonetheless, previous studies have identied important trends and
understanding of ele tro apillary

oupling. The negative sign of the

ontributed to the

oupling

oe ients for

the transition metals has been rationalized by a phenomenologi al model explaining the surfa e
stress variation as the transverse
paraboli

ontra tion in response to

variation of the magnitude of

attributed to the o

ς

with the d-band o

harge-indu ed relaxation [24℄. A
upan y for the 4d metals has been

upation of bonding or antibonding orbitals by ex ess

‡ This is merely the ombination of (5) and (6) of [18℄ adapted to our notation.

harge [23℄. From
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the perspe tive of the work fun tion strain response, the negative sign has been rationalized
by an in rease in the surfa e dipole due to the in reased spill out of ele troni
ompressed surfa e [18, 22℄.

harge at the

Another qualitative argument for the negative sign is given in

[9, 21, 25℄ whi h is based on the ele tron density dependen e of the work fun tion in the jellium
model. However, quantitatively, the jellium estimates did not mat h the experimental data in
the

ase of Au.
While the quantitative failure of the jellium model for a d-metal like Au is not surprising

due to the

ontributions from dire tional bonding, jellium is

onsidered a suitable model system

for free-ele tron-like metals. One may thus expe t that the response behaviour of a simple spbonded metal like aluminium should be well established qualitatively as well as quantitatively.
However, the results reported in the literature do not even agree with respe t to the sign of
the response (see e.g. [26, 27℄ and referen e therein). For example, Kiejna and Pogosov [28℄
and Pogosov and Kurbatsky [29℄ have found a de rease of the work fun tion in response to a
uniaxial tensile strain using a modied stabilized jellium model, whereas Levitin and Loskutov
[26℄ report positive values from theoreti al

al ulations using dierent variants of the jellium

model as well as from experimental determination of the variation of the work fun tion with
elasti

deformation.

In this paper, we evaluate the strain response of the work fun tion of low-index aluminium
surfa es from rst prin iples using density fun tional theory.
ability to determine ele tro apillary
experiments [18℄.

In

oupling

oe ients in

This method has proven its

lose agreement to ele tro hemi al

ontrast to the negative values reported for transition metals, we nd

positive response parameters for Al surfa es for all orientations

onsidered. In order to explore

reasons for this unusual positive sign, we analyze trends of the strain response of the work
fun tion and its

omponents with varying ele tron density within the jellium model.

An

in reasing trend of the jellium response with in reasing ele tron density is found, whi h suggests
that the high valen e ele tron density of aluminium is responsible for the sign-inversion for the
ele tro apillary response.
The paper is organized as follows:

Se tion 2

ompilation of the dierent strain situations.

ontains

omputational details and a

In Se tion 3 we present results for the work

fun tion strain response parameters of aluminium surfa es in (100), (111) and (110) orientation
for dierent types of strain and analyze their

ontributions. A dis ussion of the results leading

to a possible explanation for the sign-inversion of the Al
4 followed by the

oupling

oe ient is given in Se tion

on lusions in Se tion 5.

2. Methodology

2.1. Details of the DFT al ulations
The
wave

al ulations were performed using density fun tional theory as implemented in the planeode VASP [30, 31, 32, 33℄. PAW [34, 35℄ potentials were used to treat the intera tion

between valen e ele trons and the ion
using a 400 eV
employed.

ores and the ele troni

wave fun tions were expanded

uto. Methfessel-Paxton [36℄ smearing with a smearing width of 0.2 eV was

For the ex hange- orrelation fun tional the parametrization by Perdew, Burke

and Ernzerhof [37℄ was

hosen.

Additional

al ulations with dierent ex hange- orrelation

fun tionals (PW91 [38℄ and LDA [39℄) have yielded similar results demonstrating that the signinversion of

dW/de

for Al is not an artefa t of a parti ular fun tional. Surfa es were modelled
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by symmetri

slabs in the respe tive orientation

va uum region, whi h is at least 16 Å
a

4

ontaining one atom per layer separated by a

wide (in the unstrained state). It turned out that an

urate determination of the aluminium work fun tion requires a rather ne k-point grid and in

parti ular an ex eptionally high number of layers. More details on the

onvergen e properties

and results for the dierent ex hange- orrelation fun tionals are available as Supplementary
Data.

The results presented in the following se tions were all obtained with well- onverged

Monkhorst-Pa k [40℄ grids of 41×41×1 k-points for the (100) and (111) surfa e and analogously

41×29×1 k-points for the (110) surfa e as well as very thi k slabs with 41 layers for the (100)
surfa e, 37 for (111) and 63 for (110).

We referen e all energies and potentials to the average ele trostati
region of the slab

V̄bulk .

over the ele trostati

potential in the bulk

This quantity is obtained by performing a ma ros opi

average [41℄

potential as implemented in the post-pro essing routines of the Quantum

ESPRESSO pa kage [42℄.

Using this

dieren e between its physi al

onvention, we

an

al ulate the work fun tion as the

omponents, the dipole barrier

the va uum level) and the Fermi energy

Ef

Vdip = Vvac − V̄bulk

(where

Vvac

is

(with referen e to the average bulk potential). In

other words,

W = Vdip − Ef ,

(1)

whi h is illustrated in gure 1. Fall
bulk

et al. [41℄ have suggested to determine

Ef

from a separate

al ulation in order to avoid quantum size ee ts. For the thi kest slabs used in this work

the Fermi energies obtained from the surfa e

al ulations agree to within 3 meV with the bulk

Fermi energy.

Vvac

V
W
Ef

Vdip

−
V

bulk

atomic positions
z

Illustration of the al ulation of the work fun tion with (1). The bla k dashed urve
is the plane averaged ele trostati potential of the slab. From the ma ros opi ally averaged
ele trostati potential (grey solid urve) the dipole barrier Vdip is obtained as the dieren e
between the va uum potential Vvac and the average bulk potential V̄bulk .
Figure 1.

2.2. Implementing strain
The stress-free latti e parameter,
t as

a0 ,

was determined from bulk

a0 = 4.040 Å. All strain values in this work

value of the latti e parameter.

al ulations via a Murnaghan

are referred to the

ubi

rystal latti e at this
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In order to obtain the referen e
number we

onguration of the slabs with a given orientation and layer

onstru ted the slabs as trun ated bulk

rystals and allowed the rst 10 surfa e

layers on ea h side to relax until the for es were below

0.005

stru ture was used as the starting point for all further

al ulations.

The dierent

5

eV/Å. This relaxed equilibrium

omponents of the deformation of the strained surfa e slabs are illustrated

ςW = dW/de, the
parameter e = δA/A0

in gure 2. For the evaluation of the work fun tion strain response parameter
surfa e slab was subje ted to isotropi
(with

A0

in-plane strain. Sin e the strain

the area of the two-dimensional surfa e unit

the relative

hange in surfa e area

by a fa tor of

√

1 + e.

A,

this

ell of the unstrained slab) measures

orresponds to s aling both in-plane latti e ve tors

Strain values of up to

|e| = 0.04

were

onsidered, whi h is expe ted

to be small enough to yield an approximately linear relation between
oe ient

W

and

e.

The

oupling

an then be obtained as the slope of a linear t.

The interlayer distan es of the new equilibrium onguration for a given in-plane strain will
dier from those of the unstrained referen e

onguration, when no external for es are applied

in the normal dire tion (whi h is the typi al boundary
is related rstly to the transverse

ondition in experimental studies). This

ontra tion tenden y of the material and se ondly to a possible

hange in the surfa e relaxation behaviour in response to strain. Thus the strain dependen e
of the work fun tion is

ontained in the expression

W = W h (e, E⊥ ) + ∆W rel (e, E⊥ ),

(2)

where the strain parameters are the applied in-plane strain

e

E⊥
1 + E⊥ .

and the normal strain

orresponding to the s aling of ea h interlayer distan e di,i+1 by the identi al fa tor
∆W rel (e, E⊥ ) a ounts for the hange in the work fun tion due to surfa e relaxations dierent
from those of the unstrained referen e

W

onguration and

orresponds to the dieren e between
h
h
and the work fun tion of a homogeneously strained surfa e slab W = W (e, E⊥ ).
For this homogeneous deformation, in-plane strain was imposed and all interlayer distan es

were s aled uniformly a

ording to the transverse

ontra tion tenden y. In order to determine

the equilibrium bulk interlayer distan e for a given in-plane strain and hen e the
s aling fa tor we

onsidered bulk unit

orresponding

ells in the same orientation as the respe tive surfa e (i.e.

having the same in-plane latti e ve tors). For ea h

e

we performed a series of

al ulations for

varying bulk interlayer distan es d ( orresponding to varying E⊥ ). The equilibrium bulk layer
e
spa ing d0 for a given in-plane strain e is then obtained from a quadrati t of the total energy
vs.

d

urve. The transverse

by the parameter

τhkl

τhkl ,

ontra tion tenden y for a surfa e in

hkl

orientation is quantied

whi h was extra ted from a linear t to the graph of

largest for the (100) surfa e (τ100

and (110) orientation (τ111

= 0.45

and

= 0.54), whereas
τ110 = 0.48).

E⊥

vs.

e.

We nd

similar values are obtained for (111)

The strain response parameter of the work fun tion derived from these homogeneously
scaled
. In order to gain further insight, we de ompose
deformed slabs is denoted as dW/de|
this response parameter a

ording to the dierent

omponents of the deformation and inspe t

the variation of the work fun tion with ea h of the parameters
de omposition

e

and

E⊥

separately.

This

an be written as

dW
de

scaled

=
=

∂W h
∂e
∂W
∂e

+
E⊥

∂W h
∂E⊥

h
E⊥

− τhkl

e

dE⊥
de

∂W h
∂E⊥

,
e

(3)
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∂W h /∂e
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is the response to in-plane strain with xed layer distan es and

∂W h /∂E⊥

to

uniaxial strain in the dire tion perpendi ular to the surfa e with xed in-plane latti e ve tors.
The response parameter

ςW = dW/de

orresponding to the experimental situation was

then determined by starting from a laterally strained s aled

onguration and allowing for

relaxation of the outermost 10 layers on ea h side, using again a for e

onvergen e threshold

of 0.005 eV/Å. The geometries obtained in this way remain almost un hanged when also the
remaining (bulk) layers are free to relax.
parameters

dW/de

dW/de are

The

orresponding

hanges in the strain response

on the order of 0.1% and hen e negligible, whi h justies our approa h.

an thus be taken as the total strain response for (fully) relaxed layer distan es.

Apart from an obvious saving in

omputer time our pro edure (s aling plus relaxation of

the surfa e layers only) has moreover the advantage that the dipole barrier
determined by the ma ros opi

an be a

urately

averaging te hnique.

Illustration of the strain omponents for the example of a (100) surfa e of a ubi
rystal. As a onsequen e of the isotropi in-plane strain the interlayer distan es hange due
to transverse ontra tion and a potentially dierent surfa e relaxation behaviour.
Figure 2.

Compilation of the dierent oupling oe ients between work fun tion and strain
onsidered in this work. The response parameter relevant for omparison to experiment is
marked in bold.

Table 1.

response

des ription

∂W h /∂e
∂W h /∂E⊥
dW/de|scaled

in-plane strain with xed layer distan es
uniaxial strain perpendi ular to the surfa e
in-plane strain with s aled layer distan es

dW/de

in-plane strain with relaxed layer distan es

Table 1 summarizes the various response parameters that are
oupling
for

oe ient

onsidered in this work. The

orresponding to relaxed interlayer distan es, whi h is the relevant quantity

omparison to experiment, is marked in bold.

3. Results

3.1. Work fun tion strain response parameters
Before dis ussing the behaviour of the work fun tion in response to dierent types of strain we
show established properties of the unstrained aluminium surfa es, whi h are also of interest in
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the

ontext of the present study, and
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ompare them to literature values (see table 2).

The top layer relaxation,

∆d12 =
quanties the

d1,2 − d0
,
d0

(4)

d0

respe t to the equilibrium layer distan e
(111) and

d1,2 with
√
a0 / 3 for

hange in the interlayer spa ing between the rst and se ond layer

√

a0 /(2 2)

(whi h amounts to

a0 /2

for Al(100),

for (110)). While the (110) surfa e shows a signi ant inward relaxation

of the rst layer by more than 7 %

onsistent with the ele trostati

model by Finnis and Heine

[43℄, the (100) and (111) surfa es exhibit an anomalous outward relaxation of about 1 %.

Surfa e energies γ , top layer relaxations ∆d12 and work fun tions W for the three
surfa e orientations as obtained in this work along with theoreti al results from [44℄ and
experimental values from [45℄, [46℄, [47℄ and [48℄.
Table 2.

Al(100)

Al(111)

Al(110)

γ [eV/atom℄

0.48
0.48a

0.36
0.36a

0.72
0.72a

∆d12 [%℄

1.5
2.0 ± 0.8b

1.0
1.3 ± 0.8c

−7.5
−8.4 ± 0.8d

4.261
4.41 ± 0.03e

4.050
4.24 ± 0.02e

4.058
4.28 ± 0.02e

W [eV℄
a

[44℄

b

[45℄

c

[46℄

d

[47℄

e

[48℄

Table 3. Response of the work fun tion to dierent types of strain and transverse ontra tion
parameters τhkl .

∂W h /∂e
∂W h /∂E⊥
dW/de|scaled
dW/de
τhkl

Al(100)

Al(111)

Al(110)

[eV℄

0.47
−1.22
1.11
1.02

0.50
−0.45
0.67
0.63

0.62
−0.18
0.71
0.58

[no units℄

0.54

0.45

0.48

[eV℄
[eV℄
[eV℄

Although the surfa e stress was not

al ulated in this work, we note that aluminium has

a tensile surfa e stress (see [49℄), as generally expe ted for metal surfa es. In other words, it
does not exhibit an anomalous sign of this quantity.
Al has, however, an anomaly
other f

on erning the fa e-dependen e of the work fun tion. Unlike

metals, it has the highest work fun tion in the (100) orientation and not in the most

lose-pa ked (111) orientation as would be expe ted from Smolu howski's rule [50℄. Fall

et al.

[41℄ attributed this to the orientation dependent lling of the atomi like p states at the surfa e.
A

ording to them, the harge transfer from the p-orbitals perpendi ular to the surfa e to those

parallel to the surfa e, whi h de reases the surfa e dipole, is most pronoun ed for the (111)
surfa e.
We now show the results for the response of the work fun tion of aluminium surfa es to
dierent types of strain. The values for the various response parameters are listed in table 3.
We start out with the Al(100) surfa e, where for the

ase of interlayer distan es xed at the

Sign-inverted response of aluminium work fun tion to tangential strain
values for the (relaxed) unstrained surfa e we get

∂W h /∂e = 0.47 eV (see

8
ir les in gure 3(a)).

Taking into a

ount the transverse ontra tion tenden y by s aling of the interlayer distan es a
scaled
= 1.11 eV is obtained. The sensitivity of the oupling oe ient
larger response of dW/de|

on the interlayer distan es is ree ted in the relatively large response parameter to uniaxial
h
strain perpendi ular to the surfa e ∂W /∂E⊥ = −1.22 (see triangles in gure 3(a)). The
scaled
negative sign is responsible for the observed order dW/de|
> ∂W h /∂e. The total response
in luding surfa e relaxations is with

dW/de = 1.02

eV (see squares in gure 3(a)) of similar

magnitude as for s aled layer distan es.

(a)

4.32
4.3

W (eV)

4.28
4.26
4.24
4.22
4.2
-0.04

(b)

Al(100)
∂Wh/∂e = 0.5 eV
dW/de = 1.0 eV
∂Wh/∂E⊥ = -1.2 eV
-0.02

0
e, E⊥

0.02

0.04

4.35
4.3

W (eV)

4.25
4.2

dW/de100 = 1.02 eV
dW/de111 = 0.63 eV
dW/de110 = 0.58 eV

4.15
4.1
4.05
4
-0.04

-0.02

0
0.02
e = δA/A0

0.04

Work fun tion vs. strain for the Al(100) surfa e in dierent strain situations (a)
and for in-plane strain with relaxed interlayer distan es for dierent orientations (b).

Figure 3.

A

omparison of the three surfa e orientations is shown in gure 3(b), where the work

fun tion for relaxed layers is plotted as a fun tion of the in-plane strain. The response for the
(100) surfa e is the largest one (dW/de100
other two orientations (dW/de111

= 1.02 eV), whereas the magnitude is
= 0.63 eV and dW/de110 = 0.58 eV).

similar for the

Interestingly, the response parameters of all three surfa es are positive-valued.

Positive

response parameters have been reported for surfa es of palladium, platinum and gold when
overed by a
valued
 of

ς

is in

hemisorbed oxygen monolayer [21, 51, 52℄. However, the nding of a positiveontrast to previous studies  in experiment [9, 15, 21, 51, 52℄ and theory [18, 23℄

lean surfa es of transition metals, whi h invariably found

ς < 0.

Sign-inverted response of aluminium work fun tion to tangential strain
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For all orientations the response to in-plane strain with xed layer distan es is rather
similar (with values ranging from 0.47 eV to 0.62 eV). However, there is a large spread for
the response to uniaxial strain perpendi ular to the surfa e plane, whi h  together with the
omparable magnitude of the transverse
dierent total response parameter

ontra tion parameters

τhkl

 leads eventually to a

dW/de.

3.2. Impa t of surfa e relaxations
While for the (100) and (111) surfa e the s aling of the interlayer distan es leads to a good
scaled
approximation for the total response parameter (deviation between dW/de|
and dW/de of
9% and 7%, respe tively), the values dier by more than 20% for the (110) surfa e. This

an

be as ribed to a dierent surfa e relaxation behaviour for the strained slabs. In gure 4 the
interlayer distan es

e

di,i+1

for all three surfa e orientations for several tangential strain values

for relaxed layers and s aled layer distan es are

ompared. For the (100) and (111) surfa es

there are only small dieren es between s aled and relaxed layer distan es. The minor

hange

of surfa e relaxations with strain for those lose-pa ked surfa e orientations is ree ted in the
scaled
and dW/de. For the more open (110) surfa e, however,
good agreement between dW/de|
signi ant modi ations in the surfa e relaxations in
the spread of the rst to se ond layer distan es
on overall s aling a
distan e

d2,3

ording to the transverse

onsequen e to strain are observed. While

d1,2

with strain is larger than obtained by

ontra tion tenden y, the se ond to third layer

remains xed at the value of the unstrained surfa e irrespe tive of the strain.

3.3. Anisotropy for the (110) surfa e
Although in prin iple the response has to be des ribed by a two-dimensional tensor, for the
isotropi
on the

(100) and (111) surfa es, the work fun tion strain response parameter depends only
hange of the surfa e area and not on the dire tion of the in-plane strain.

be understood most

onveniently by

onsidering the Maxwell relation

mentioned in Se tion 1. The symmetry of the surfa e is ree ted in the
that

df /dq

must be isotropi

and hen e by the Maxwell relation also

diagonal entries of the response parameter tensor

ςˆW

are thus identi al:

The situation is dierent, however, for the anisotropi
argument does not hold and the diagonal entries
parameter for the isotropi

strain

ςW = 1/2([ςˆW ]xx + [ςˆW ]yy ).
We have evaluated [ςˆ
W ]xx

and

This

an

dU/de|q = df /dq|e
surfa e stress f , su h
dU/de and ςW . The
[ςˆW ]xx = [ςˆW ]yy = ςW .

(110) surfa e, where this symmetry

an well be dierent.

The s alar response

onsidered above is then the mean value of these entries

[ςˆW ]yy

for the (110) surfa e by imposing uniaxial strains

in the surfa e plane while allowing for relaxation normal to the surfa e. The in-plane strain
was either along the

x-

or the

y -dire

tion, with "x" referring to the dire tion parallel to the

√
a/ 2) and "y " to the
dire tion normal to the rows (interatomi distan es in the surfa e plane a). As an be seen in
gure 5 basi ally all of the response omes from the strain in the more lose-pa ked x-dire tion
([ςˆ
W ]xx = 1.13 eV), whereas straining along the open y -dire tion has a negligible ee t on the
work fun tion ([ςˆ
W ]yy = 0.02 eV).
dense-pa ked rows of atoms (interatomi

distan es in the surfa e plane
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Figure 4. Interlayer spa ings di,i+1 for the rst 12 layers of Al (100), (111) and (110)
surfa e slabs for dierent in-plane strains with s aled (squares) and relaxed ( ir les) interlayer
distan es. Filled symbols are used for the unstrained surfa es. The solid horizontal lines mark
the equilibrium bulk layer spa ing. For the (110) surfa e the graphs for e = ±0.02 have been
left for the sake of visibility.
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Figure 5.

3.4. Separating surfa e and volume ontributions
As implied by (1) the work fun tion
quantity, the dipole barrier
at the metalli

Vdip ,

an be de omposed into an orientation dependent surfa e

whi h arises from the redistribution of the ele troni

surfa e and a volume dependent quantity, the Fermi energy

fun tion strain response

dW
=
de

dW/de
dVdip
{z }
| de

Ef .

then also splits into a surfa e and a volume

−

surface contribution

dEf dεV
dε de
| V{z }

.

harge

The total work

ontribution
(5)

volume contribution

Response of the dipole potential to dierent types of strain and response of the Fermi
energy to volume strain εV .

Table 4.

Al(bulk)
h
∂Vdip
/∂e
h
∂Vdip /∂E⊥
dVdip /de

[eV℄
[eV℄
[eV℄

dEf /dεV

[eV℄

The surfa e

Al(100)

Al(111)

Al(110)

−10.05
−11.78
−3.67

−9.99
−11.05
−5.17

−9.93
−10.73
−4.78

-10.54

ontribution depends on the magnitude as well as on the dire tion of the strain.

Thus, in addition to the total response dVdip /de, we inspe t separately the variation of Vdip with
h
h
in-plane, ∂Vdip /∂e, and with normal strain, ∂Vdip /∂E⊥ , in the same way as for the work fun tion.
Due to symmetry reasons, the Fermi energy of
ex lusively through the

hange in the volume

of isotropi ally strained bulk

ubi

V,

rystals su h as Al depends on the strain

ells yields a linear variation of

The s aling fa tor in the part of (5) whi h refers to the bulk
hange

an be approximated by

The volume and surfa e

ontribution to the work fun tion

dεV /de ≈ (1 − τhkl ).

ontributions to the work fun tion strain response are listed in

table 4 for the dierent strain situations. In
work fun tion, the

εV = ∆V/V0 . Computation
Ef with dEf /dεV = −10.54 eV.

quantied by

ontrast to the resulting strain response of the

ontributions have negative sign and are

onsiderably larger in magnitude,

Sign-inverted response of aluminium work fun tion to tangential strain
espe ially for the stati

ases without transverse

12

ontra tion. The positive

oupling

of the work fun tion is thus the dieren e of larger negative surfa e and volume
whi h only nearly

oe ient

ontributions,

an el.

4. Dis ussion

Sin e strain ae ts the surfa e dipole as well as the Fermi energy, both variations have to be
taken into a

ount to understand the resulting response of the work fun tion. For Al and also

for Cu (100) [53℄ both terms are negative, so that the sign of their dieren e

annot be predi ted

reliably based on qualitative arguments alone. While for Cu(100) the resulting response of the
work fun tion be omes negative [53℄, we obtain positive
and (110) surfa es of Al from our rst-prin iples

oupling oe ients for the (100), (111)

al ulations. Compared to experimental and

theoreti al studies of transition metals, a positive response parameter for a
is a

urious nding.

lean metal surfa e

In order to nd an explanation for the sign-inversion in the sp-bonded

metal aluminium we analyze trends of the work fun tion strain response for varying ele tron
density within the jellium model.
The main approximation underlying this model  distinguishing it from the DFT-PBE
approa h on whi h the

al ulations of Se . III are based 

ores by a homogeneous positive ba kground

harge whi h

onsists of repla ing the dis rete ion
an els the ele troni

harge. This

means that the only parameter dierentiating the elements is their average valen e ele tron
density

ρ0 ,

whi h is usually expressed in terms of the dimensionless Wigner-Seitz radius

dened by

rs §

4 3 3
πr r = ρ−1
0 .
3 s B

(6)

In the frame of the isotropi

jellium model, we approximate the strain as a small variation

of the Wigner-Seitz radius around the value for the

hosen element in its stress-free state.

Taking the jellium results of Lang and Kohn [54℄ as a starting point we derive trends for the
strain dependen e of the

omponents and the

equation for the Fermi energy given in [54℄

orresponding work fun tion. From the analyti
ontaining a kineti

energy term as well as an

ex hange- orrelation term (within the lo al density approximation) we
to (isotropi ) volume strain

εV

al ulate the response

via

dEf drs
rs dEf
dEf
=
=
,
dεV
drs dεV
3 drs

(7)

whi h is shown in gure 6 as a fun tion of the Wigner-Seitz radius (solid

urve). The plot hen e

displays the response parameters for dierent elements in the metalli range (2

≤ rs ≤ 6). Sin e
Al has a high ele tron density and hen e a omparatively small Wigner-Seitz radius of rs = 2.07,
it is situated lose to the lower boundary of the rs -axis. The response parameters dEf /dεV are
negative ex ept for very low densities (rs > 5). This response onsists of a negative ontribution
from the kineti term dEf,kin /dεV and a positive ontribution from the ex hange- orrelation
The negative kineti energy ontribution to the variation of the Fermi
term dEf,xc /dεV .
energy for small rs dominates over the smaller positive dEf,xc /dεV leading to a larger negative
response parameter for high-density metals than for metals with lower ele tron densities. This is
onsistent with the large negative response found in our DFT-PBE

al ulations for Al ( ompare

table 4).

§ We take rs to be the dimensionless radius (in units of the Bohr radius, rB ) of a sphere ontaining one ele tron.
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Contributions to the work fun tion strain response in jellium model: response of
Fermi energy Ef and dipole potential Vdip to volume strain εV as a fun tion of the Wigner-Seitz
radius rs .
Figure 6.

For obtaining the strain response of the dipole potential, we performed a t
self- onsistent data points for
analogously to (7). As
(dashed

Vdip

of Lang and Kohn [54℄ and

k

to the

al ulated the strain derivative

an be seen in gure 6 the resulting strain response of the dipole potential

urve) is of similar magnitude and shape as

dEf /dεV

over the whole

onsequen e, their dieren e, the work fun tion strain response, is

rs -range.

As a

onsiderably smaller than

ea h term individually.

-0.1

Al

dW / dεν (eV)

-0.2
-0.3
-0.4
-0.5
2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6
rs

Figure 7. Response of the work fun tion W to volume strain as a fun tion of the Wigner-Seitz
radius rs in jellium model. The arrow denotes the position of aluminium.

Figure 7 shows the work fun tion strain response of jellium plotted versus
response parameters are negative at any ele tron density in the metalli
ontribution is not

ompletely

The

range, sin e the dipole

ompensated by the Fermi energy term, whi h is also negative,

but slightly smaller in magnitude (see gure 6). This is in agreement with the
[9, 21, 25℄

rs .

on lusions of

on erning the sign of the response parameter. However, our analysis reveals another

interesting detail, whi h

an provide a possible explanation for the unusual positive sign of the

k Best t urve: Vdip = 39.86 eV/rs2 − 6.34 eV/rs with rms of 0.01.
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oe ients for Al: The response parameters show an in reasing trend with

de reasing Wigner-Seitz radius

rs

and hen e with in reasing valen e ele tron density. Based on

this trend of the jellium work fun tion strain response for varying density, it

an be

on luded

that  among the metals for whi h the jellium model is appropriate  Al as a high-density metal
should have a large response parameter (see arrow in gure 7) While the jellium model still
predi ts a negative response, the trend is apparently shifted to positive values by applying the
more quantitative DFT-PBE method.
We note that the
jellium response of

Vdip

urve in gure 7 was determined dire tly as the dieren e between the
and

Ef .

In addition, we have also tested dire t ts to the work fun tion

data of Lang and Kohn with less parameters in luding a linear t like in [9, 21, 25℄. While the
pre ise shape is somewhat dependent on this

hoi e, the main feature of in reasing response

with in reasing ele tron density remains present for all tested t

urves.

Moreover, we have

he ked the persisten e of this trend also for the stabilized jellium model [55, 56, 57℄, whi h
removes some known pathologi al features of ordinary jellium.

Using the data of Fiolhais

and Perdew [58℄ for the work fun tion of some simple metals, a similar in reasing trend with
in reasing ele tron density is found for low

rs

values.

5. Con lusions

We have evaluated the response of the work fun tion of low-index aluminium surfa es to elasti
strain from rst prin iples. Our work is mainly

e

at

onstant normal stress. This parameter is

parameter
with

ς

entred on the response to tangential strain
losely linked to the ele tro apillary

oupling

that governs the variations of ele trode potential with strain and of surfa e stress

harge in ele tro hemi al experiments.
Contrary to experiment and

omputations for transition metal surfa es, whi h so far have

invariably obtained negative-valued response to tangential strain, we nd positive values for

dW/de

of Al.

Our de omposition into strain

omponents shows that an a

on any surfa e requires that the transverse

urate

omputation of

ontra tion is modelled. By

dW/de

ontrast, the impa t

of the tangential strain on the surfa e relaxations is not pronoun ed, ex ept for the open (110)
surfa e.
We have inspe ted separately the variation of the surfa e dipole with strain and the straindependent Fermi energy. The net response parameter emerges as the small dieren e between
the larger and nearly identi al values of these

ontributions.

Based on an analysis of the dependen e of the strain response on the ele tron density
within the framework of the jellium model, our study links the unusual positive sign of the
response of the work fun tion to tangential strain for aluminium to its high ele tron density.
Yet, the pronoun ed variation of the response with surfa e orientation also shows that the
response behaviour

annot be understood based on the ele tron density alone.
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